
ONE OF THE GREAT DESIGN PARADOXES IS THAT THE ABSENCE
OF COLOUR PROMOTES COLOUR, ESPECIALLY WHEN A SPACE IS
MANIPULATED WITH CLEVER PLACEMENT AND IMMENSELY

DETAILED DÉCOR DECISIONS. IT’S THE HOUSING
EQUIVALENT OF PLACING ITEMS AGAINST A BLANK
CANVAS SO THAT THE BEHOLDER CAN PERCEIVE THEM
PROPERLY, IN THEIR OWN CONTEXT.  Continued on page 34 

The use of white in the open concept kitchen/living/
dining area makes an elegant statement. White catches 
and releases the light, amplifying the awareness of space 
and calm. Sightlines are generous, creating a sense of 
height, space and tranquility.
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A large quartz island anchors the open space and is a study 
in contrasts. OPPOSITE, TOP: Ductwork and ceilings 
painted white contribute heavily to the overall effect. They 
are one of many décor elements that keep the light from 
being static, suggesting space. BOTTOM: The cosy, quiet 
living room features built-ins and an angled fireplace that 
takes advantage of the available space.

Continued on page 36

TThis is precisely the experience when 
standing in this pleasingly tranquil Westboro 
condominium, where Benjamin Moore 
Super White is the predominant hue, save 
for in the master bedroom and for splashes 
of colour with accessories and furniture. 
Great design is subtle in its suggestions and 
this condo breezes with softness and calm, 
which is interesting in and of itself when 
you consider the iterations that this home 
has experienced.

The current homeowner’s design decisions 
were almost reactionary to the gritty 
industrial appearance that the soft loft-style 
condo had under the tenure of the previous 
homeowner: concrete ceilings, lots of grey, 
exposed ductwork and undeniably hard edges 
in the design. 

“I liked the industrial look because of the 
drama and visual interest, but it was cold,” 
says the homeowner. 

In the fall of 2017, with the help of Amsted 
Design-Build, she did major renovations, 
which took about four months to complete. 
The homeowner very much liked the space, 
particularly how the condo isn’t “just a box, 
but has defined zones everywhere… it’s an easy 
space to live well in.” However, she did want 
to soften it considerably. She also aimed to 
redo the home so that it was more functional 
to her lifestyle.

Amsted’s approach was collaborative 
to produce the desired effect: “The best 
results come from personalizing the space 
to best suit the homeowner’s style,” says 
Paulette MacGregor, design coordinator 
with Amsted.

“Sometimes it takes a little time to get 
a sense of someone’s preferences and other 
times it happens quite organically. In this case, 
we were quickly in sync with how terrific the 
freshness of the white was going to be, how 
it was going to soften the once cold, modern 
space and create an inviting sanctuary,” 
says Paulette.
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TOP: The den is one of the only rooms that isn’t painted white, but white still prevails 
in the décor. ABOVE LEFT: In the foyer and in various other areas in the condo, 
moulding softens hard edges. ABOVE RIGHT: Simple, clean lines characterize the 
guest bathroom. OPPOSITE: The office emits Parisian sentimentality with tall ceilings 
and a pretty Versailles-inspired chandelier painted white.

The finished product is dramatic and 
award-winning (Amsted won awards for 
this condo at the Greater Ottawa Home 
Builders’ Association 2018 awards). Gone is 
the stylistic severity that characterized this 
condo in its previous life. Throughout her 
condo, you’ll see moulding from the House 
of Fine Carpentry and rounded edges. 
Drop ceilings were installed to cover exposed 
wiring. She hired LRT Hardwood Flooring 
to refinish the hardwood floors. Ductwork 
has been painted white, as have the concrete 
ceilings. Small shelves installed by the House 
of Fine Carpentry and built-ins installed by 
Karhu Fine Cabinetry & Millwork serve as 
makeshift galleries to display objets d’art and 
infuse the home with colour. 

“Painting out the exposed concrete ceiling 
and ductwork eliminates the harsh sightlines, 
creating the illusion of even taller ceilings and 
acts as a dramatic backdrop for the modern 
black windows,” explains Paulette. “The 
dropped ceiling accents found in the kitchen, 
dining room and study allow for electrical 
connections to be concealed while adding 
interesting architectural details to an open-
concept space.” 

The homeowner placed 100-inch french 
doors by Division Eight Door Solutions 
Inc. with snazzy hardware throughout 
her home. These elegant doors succeed in 
promoting light and height with a decidedly 
Parisian influence (think bevelled mirrors 
and frosted panes) while creating design 
continuity. It’s not easy to find such tall doors 
in Ottawa, but this was one design decision 
that the homeowner was absolutely unwilling 
to budge on, when offered an option to have 
shorter doors. And when you see how these 
doors comment on the overall décor and tie 
together a Parisian undercurrent, it is clear it 
was a decision well made. 

The open-concept kitchen, dining and 
living area allows for numerous sight lines. 
The homeowner has placed stunning light 
fixtures from The Electrical & Plumbing 
Store to complement each other and direct 
the eye. In the living room, the fireplace is cosy 
and chic, again leveraging the contrast that 
white provides, set against slate tile.

Continued on page 38

The team helped with 
validating my design 
decisions. Yes, this will 
work. No this won’t 
work. They helped me 
to reach a comfort 
level with my choices.
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Frosted panes in this french door provide privacy and style for the en 
suite bathroom ABOVE RIGHT: The edges of the bevelled mirrors are 
soft and move the light well. BELOW: A textured accent wall creates a 
pleasing focal point in the master bedroom.

The master bedroom is separate from 
the rest of the home, both literally and from 
a design standpoint. The soft white that 
characterizes the rest of the home plays a 
supporting role here, with a textured feature 
wall set against walls brushed with Benjamin 
Moore’s Woodlawn Blue and accessories. 

The kitchen prior to renovation had 
aggressive colours and wasn’t well configured 
for how the homeowner wanted to use it. 
Although she left the quartz island intact, she 
surrounded it with her own stamp, including 
white marble countertops from Stone 
Design Concepts Inc., intelligent task-
oriented lighting and very high cupboards 
refaced by the House of Fine Carpentry to 
reflect her white theme. She purchased some 
new appliances from Universal Appliances 
to make it easier to cook in her kitchen.

One of the challenges that this homeowner 
faced was trying to visualize how her home 
would look, given the intricacy of the multiple 
design details, coupled with the fact that she 
would only have small samples to refer to for 
much of the décor. As any homeowner that has 
done a major renovation can tell you, creating 
confidence in design decisions is no easy feat.

She really appreciated the guidance that 
she got from Amsted’s design team: “They 
helped with validating my design decisions. 
Yes, this will work. No this won’t work. They 
helped me to reach a comfort level with my 
choices,” she says.

This sweet home is a reminder of how 
you don’t need to do a full gut renovation to 
reinvent a space. Rather, it is about making 
subtle but strategic changes that guide the 
transformation.  OH
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